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Craft a Raft

least r minute while carrying the heaviest load.

MATERIALS

TIME TO CREATE

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY

Read the following, hightisht important information, and then answer the questions.

Samuel Langhorne Clemens, a famous author known as Mark Twain, was born in Missouri in
1835. As a young adult, Clemens became a riverboat pilot and spent many years on the Mississippi
River. Life on the river provided him with much of the material he would [ater use for adventurous raft
scenes in two of his most famous novels, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer $876) and The Adventures of
H u ckle b e rry Fi n n G88 q).

Rafts have served as an inexpensive mode of watertransportation since ancienttimes. Civilizations
often developed near rivers, and rafts made it easier to transport materials for buitding and trading
from one site to another. During ancient times, rafts were typicatty made of lumber, reeds, and/or
animaI skin. Today's raft designs are quite different.

What material do we use today when building a raft?

Where might you see a raft today?

3. How are people able to manua[ly (without a motor) steer rafts?

4. What elements are important in designing and building a raft?

5. Many of Twain's stories depict a sense of freedom as Tom and Huck run away and drift down
the Mississippi River toward a new, unknown [ife. lmagine living and traveling on a raft.
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Design a raft that you would be able to live on for r week. lnclude realistic ideas. You will not

have access to electricity, nor wit[ you be able to stop off at places to pick up materials or

supplies.

6. The three main types of rafts are rafts that are steered with a paddle at the stern, rafts that

are controlled by rudders, and rafts with central helms (oars). How will your raft be steered

during the time when you are asleep?

7. What would you pack for a weeklong rafting adventure?

8. How would you control the raft's speed?

g. How does the raft's hu[[ prevent it from sinking?

10. lf you built your raft on [and, how would you transport it to the water?

TEAM CHALLENGE

Participants will work together in teams of two or three for zo minutes to make a raft with a sail

that is able to float while carrying the maximum load afloat for at least r minute.

Once the teacher starts the time, your team wi[[ have exactly zo minutes to gather materials and

build your raft. Once the teacher signals that time is up, you must stop working immediately and

proceed to the challenge site. Any team that continues to work after time is up may be disqualified.
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Start Time 

-: 

+ zo Minutes = 

-:- 

End Time

After the team challenge, answer the following questions.

7.HowmuchweightWasyourteam,sraftab[etohold?

2. What design elements does a raft need to be successful?_

3. What materiat(s) would be best for constructing a raft, and why?_

4. What was the class record for the heaviest load hetd by a raft?

5. lfyouwereabletobuildyourteam'srafttoascaleof rmm=5m,wouldyoubeabletosurvive
on your raft living on a river for a week? Explain what would need to be done to your raft to
allow for you to live more comfortably and safely for r week.
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